A Novel Triage Approach to Identifying Health Concerns.
We investigated the detection of health problems in preventive child health care (PCH) by a novel triage approach for routine health assessments. In the triage approach, all children were preassessed by a physician's assistant, and only those in need of follow-up were assessed by a PCH physician or nurse. In the traditional approach, all children were assessed by a PCH physician or nurse. A prospective cohort design was used with data on routine assessments of 1897 children aged 5 to 6 and 10 to 11 years. Primary outcomes were the detection of overweight, visual disorders, and psychosocial problems, with type of approach (traditional vs triage) as independent variable. To assess the severity of health problems, BMI, Snellen, Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire, and Child Behavior Checklist, scores were compared for both approaches in subgroups of children with overweight, visual disorders, or psychosocial problems. No significant differences were found between the approaches in terms of the detection of incident cases of overweight, visual disorders, and psychosocial problems. Significantly higher Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire scores were found in the subgroup with psychosocial problems when the triage approach was used. Marginal differences between the approaches were found for severity of overweight in the subgroup of overweight children. A novel triage approach to PCH resulting in less involvement of physicians and nurses in routine assessments appears to detect health problems as effectively as the traditional approach in place. More research is needed to determine the long-term outcomes of the 2 approaches.